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China backs Hong Kong extradition 
law, opposes ‘foreign interference’

BEIJING: China yesterday strongly backed
the Hong Kong government on a controversial
bill that would allow extraditions to the main-
land, and voiced opposition to “outside inter-
ference” following a massive protest against
the legislation. Organizers said more than a
million people marched against the law,
bringing central Hong Kong to a standstill at
the weekend as the semi-autonomous city’s
pro-Beijing government battles a major polit-
ical crisis.

Critics of the proposed legislation say it
would erode precious freedoms in the city,
and leave dissidents at the mercy of Beijing’s
opaque justice system. Beijing was unmoved
by the protest, with foreign ministry
spokesman Geng Shuang saying it “will con-
tinue to firmly support” the Hong Kong
administration. “Second, we firmly oppose
any outside interference in the legislative
affairs” of the city, he said at a regular press
briefing, adding that “some countries have
made some irresponsible remarks about the
amendment”.

Chinese state-run media earlier slammed
the Hong Kong protest organizers for “collu-
sion with the West”, and pointed to meetings
between Hong Kong opposition figures and
senior US officials. The Chinese-language
edition of the nationalistic Global Times dis-
missed Sunday’s mass demonstration, one of

the biggest shows of public anger since Hong
Kong was returned to Chinese rule in 1997.
“It is very noteworthy that some international
forces have significantly strengthened their
interaction with the Hong Kong opposition in
recent months,” the paper said, describing the
exchanges as “collusion”.

The editorial pointed to meetings between
Hong Kong opposition figures and US
Secretary of State Mike Pompeo, as well as
House Speaker Nancy Pelosi. Hong Kong’s
pro-Beijing chief executive Carrie Lam struck
a defiant tone in the wake of the protest,
refusing to scrap the extradition bill. The law’s
opponents have called for another demon-
stration on Wednesday.

‘Hoodwinked’ 
The English-language China Daily said in

an editorial more than 700,000 people had
backed the legislation through an online peti-
tion, “countering a protest by about 240,000
people”-the more conservative attendance
figure given by police. “Unfortunately, some
Hong Kong residents have been hoodwinked
by the opposition camp and their foreign
allies into supporting the anti-extradition
campaign,” the state-run paper said.

Geng also pointed to the petition in sup-
port of the bill.  Coverage of the protest was
muted in mainland China, with the state

broadcaster ignoring the protest on Sunday’s
main evening news. The official Xinhua news
agency’s English-language service repeated
the city administration’s position on the law
“in response to a public procession”.
Searches for the demonstration on China’s
Twitter-like Weibo platform yielded no
results, and instead showed older content
about unrelated events.

A mainland student in China told AFP his
WeChat social media account was suspended
for two days after he posted a picture of the
protest in a three-person group chat. “I feel
awful, it’s my first time being blocked,” said
the student, who did not participate in the
protest. A 50-year agreement between Hong
Kong’s former colonial ruler, Britain, and
China means the city is guaranteed freedoms
of speech and assembly unseen on the
Chinese mainland.

But activists and opposition politicians
are increasingly warning that these liberties
are being eroded as Beijing tightens its grip
on the city. The proposed law would allow
extraditions to any country with which
Hong Kong does not already have a treaty,
including mainland China. Supporters say
the law is needed to stop the city becoming
a safe haven for mainland fugitives, but crit-
ics fear Beijing would use the law to go
after its opponents.

A defiant tone
Meanwhile, Hong Kong’s pro-Beijing

leader yesterday refused to scrap a contro-
versial plan to allow extraditions to the
Chinese mainland, a day after record crowds
came out to oppose the proposal. Striking a
defiant tone after the city’s largest protest
since the 1997 handover, chief executive

Carrie Lam said the legislature would debate
the bill tomorrow as planned, rejecting calls
to delay or withdraw the law. 

The decision sets her administration on a
collision course with opponents who decried
her stance and called on supporters to rally
outside parliament on Wednesday or hold
strikes. — Agencies 

Angry Haitians
demand president’s
resignation
PORT-AU-PRINCE: Several thousand demonstrators
marched through Port-au-Prince on Sunday to
demand the resignation of Haitian President Jovenel
Moise over allegations of embezzlement. Led by
dozens of protesters on motorcycles, the mostly
youthful demonstrators filled city center streets in a
rally organized by opposition parties and civil society
groups. 

Amid a heavy police presence, the marchers erect-
ed barricades of burning tires, and at least two build-
ings near the departmental police headquarters
caught fire. There were also clashes near the presi-
dential palace, but no immediate reports of injuries.

“We demand that all those squandering (public)
funds be tried and punished, their assets seized and
turned over to the state for serious development proj-
ects, and that the president resign and turn himself
in,” said Velina Charlier, a protest leader. The judges
of the High Court of Auditors said in a voluminous
report last week that Moise was at the center of an
“embezzlement scheme” that had siphoned off
Venezuelan aid money intended for road repairs.

Venezuela’s Petrocaribe aid program has been
plagued by allegations of corruption since its estab-
lishment in 2008. The judges’ report laid out a litany
of examples of corruption and mismanagement. The
magistrates discovered, for example, that in 2014
Haitian authorities signed contracts with two different
companies - Agritrans and Betexs - for the same
road-repair project. The two turned out to have the
same tax registration number and the same personnel. 

Moise, before he came to power in 2017, headed
Agritrans, which received more than 33 million gour-
des ($700,000 at the time) to do the road work,
though the company in principle did nothing but grow
bananas.  The Petrocaribe scandal gave rise to parlia-
mentary inquiries in 2016 and 2017, and public
protests goaded the High Court of Auditors to exam-
ine how the $1.6 billion in Venezuelan funds were
spent by succeeding Haitian administrations.

Opposition parties, who contested Moise’s 2017
election, urged their supporters on Sunday to
demonstrate peacefully. At least seven Haitians died
during violent protests in February that led to the fall
of the government. But no new cabinet has been
appointed, no budget has been approved, and there
is no certainty when legislative elections will be held.
This comes amid a continuing economic crisis, with
an inflation rate above 17 percent, the country’s cur-
rency devalued, and many Haitians lacking basic
necessities. — AFP 

Hong Kong leader refuses to scrap extradition bill despite rally

Why is HK
extradition plan
so controversial?
HONG KONG: Hong Kong witnessed its
largest protest since the city’s 1997 han-
dover to China on Sunday as hundreds of
thousands came out to oppose plans to
allow extraditions to the mainland. The
crowds wanted the city’s pro-Beijing lead-
ers to scrap the proposals - but there is lit-
tle sign of that happening, and the issue
has plunged the city into a political crisis.

What’s the law all about?
The city’s government is pushing a bill

through the legislature that would allow
extraditions to any jurisdiction with which
it does not already have a treaty - includ-
ing mainland China. They say it is needed
to plug existing loopholes and prevent the
city from becoming a bolthole for fugitives.
Hong Kong leader Carrie Lam says safe-
guards are in place to protect the city’s
free speech, and to ensure political cases
will not be affected by the extradition law.
She also argues that the law meets interna-
tional standards for human rights, and that
only serious crimes that carry sentences
above seven years will be considered.

Why do people object?
Fears centre on getting tangled up in

China’s opaque and politicized courts -
whether it be the city’s 7.3 million inhabi-
tants or those just passing through the air-

port. A broad cross-section of society has
opposed the legislation, including lawyers
and influential legal bodies, business fig-
ures and chambers of commerce, journal-
ists, activists and western envoys. 

Then on Sunday some one million peo-
ple marched against the bill, according to
organizers, in unprecedented scenes. Hong
Kong’s appointed leaders are increasingly
perceived to be doing the bidding of
Beijing, and there is little trust in their
assurances that the law won’t impact the
city’s prized independent judiciary or its
wider freedoms. Jimmy Sham, convenor of
the group behind Sunday’s protests, said
young people felt “powerless” in the face
of a “brutal” government.

Doesn’t China run Hong Kong?
Yes. But under the 1997 handover

agreement with Britain, China has agreed
to a 50-year deal where Hong Kong is able
to retain key liberties, such as freedom of
speech and an independent judiciary. The
city’s courts and rule of law, built around
the British legal system, are key to the
financial hub’s economic success.

What’s the rush?
The idea of Hong Kong being a bolthole

for fugitives had never been high up the
political agenda. But after a Hong Kong
man murdered his girlfriend while on holi-
day in Taiwan and fled back home, local
authorities seized on the case to call for an
overhaul of the law. Despite confessing to
Hong Kong police, authorities were unable
to extradite him because the two territories
do not share an agreement. The extradition
law was born, covering any place Hong

Kong doesn’t have a specific agreement
with - including mainland China for the
first time.  But critics say the Taiwanese
case is a Trojan horse to please Beijing.

Does the bill have supporters?
Certainly. Outside of Hong Kong’s

local government, the bill has received
public backing from senior party officials
in China and state media. A petition run
by a group that supports the bill has col-
lected more than 800,000 signatures,
while the Hong Kong government has a
comfortable majority of lawmakers who
have say they will back the bill. But pro-
ponents have not managed to get people
onto the streets in anything like the num-
bers seen in Sunday’s opposition protest,

making it hard to gauge genuine public
support. 

What’s going to happen next?
There are no signs of the tension diffus-

ing. Yesterday Carrie Lam refused to delay
or scrap the extradition bill, and said her
administration had already made major con-
cessions to protect human rights. Hong Kong
police said they will track down protestors
behind violence in the early hours of yester-
day morning. But opponents of the law have
also doubled down, announcing plans for
fresh protests on Wednesday alongside calls
for a city-wide strike. And Beijing has added
its own rhetoric to the mix, attacking “foreign
forces” for trying to disrupt a “sensible, legit-
imate” piece of legislation. — AFP 

HONG KONG: Police gather at a rally against a controversial extradition law proposal in Hong
Kong yesterday. — AFP 

HONG KONG: Riot police shout at protesters during clashes after a rally against a controversial
extradition law proposal in Hong Kong yesterday. — AFP

PORT-AU-PRINCE: A man assists a demonstrator
bleeding from a wound on his head and lying on the
pavement during a protest march against the ruling
government in Port-au-Prince. — AFP 

Outrage at acquittals 
in rape cases sparks 
calls to fix Japan law
TOKYO: Miyako Shirakawa was a 19-year-old college
student when she was raped by an older man. She said
that when the attack started, her mind went blank and
she froze up. “When I became aware, he was on top of
me,” said Shirakawa, 54, now a psychiatrist who treats
sexual abuse victims. That type of response “is a com-
mon, instinctive reaction - it’s a form of psychological
self-protection,” added Shirakawa, who became preg-
nant because of the rape, which she didn’t report to
police, and had an abortion. But under Japanese law, not
fighting back can make it impossible for prosecutors to
prove rape.

Legislators revised Japan’s century-old rape law in
2017 to include harsher penalties and other changes.
The reforms, however, left intact controversial require-
ments that prosecutors must prove that violence or
intimidation was involved or that the victim was “inca-
pable of resistance.” A recent series of acquittals has
revived outrage over that legal standard, which
Shirakawa and other critics say places an unfairly high
burden on victims, deterring them from coming forward
and hurting their chances in court if they do.

They say the law must be revisited to make all non-
consensual sex a crime, without exception, as it is in
other developed countries such as Britain, Germany and
Canada. “Discussing sexual violence from the victim’s
viewpoint is a world trend, and it’s time to reform the
Japanese legal system and society that cannot do that,”
said Minori Kitahara, an author and activist who is
among the organizers of protests against the recent rul-
ings. One such ruling came in March, when a court in
Nagoya, central Japan, acquitted a father accused of
raping his 19-year-old daughter.

According to a copy of the verdict seen by Reuters,
the court recognized that the sex was non-consensual,
that the father had physically and sexually abused the
victim when she was younger and that he had used
force. But the judges concluded that doubt remained
as to whether she had no option other than to submit.
The case is under appeal. “The verdict was extremely
strict about proving psychological incapacity to
resist,” said Tomoko Murata, a lawyer who handles
sexual assault cases.

Activists are holding monthly demonstrations in

which participants grasp flowers as a symbol of protest.
“The media are reporting about the verdicts and the
protests. The increase in the number of people who
think that this situation is wrong will give strength to
those who cannot speak of their own suffering,” Jun
Yamamoto, head of sexual assault victims group Spring
and a victim herself said. In May, Spring presented the
justice ministry and Supreme Court with demands for
legal reforms.

Silenced by fear
The #MeToo movement has been mostly subdued in

Japan, and only 2.8 percent of sexual assault victims tell
police, often for fear of being blamed themselves and
publicly shamed. Many tell no one at all. A report last
year by the government’s gender equality bureau
showed nearly 60 percent of female victims of forced
sex kept it to themselves.

“My patients are afraid, and there are many who feel
it is impossible to make a legal case, so all they can do
is cry themselves to sleep,” Shirakawa said. Murata
said the acquittals would further discourage victims
from seeking help from the legal system. “In dealing
with police, prosecutors and courts, the law is so strict

and a guilty verdict so difficult that the victim begins to
suffer,” she said. “The repercussions of such verdicts
are huge.”

Behind the legal burden, experts say, is a traditional
view that women are responsible for protecting their
chastity. Japan’s rape law was introduced before
women could vote and its main intent was to protect
family honor and pedigree, legal experts say. “The idea
is women must resist to the very limit. That is at the
heart of this kind of ruling,” Murata said. “And there is
still the view that ‘No means Yes.’ It is not yet the com-
mon view that a woman’s agreement is necessary
before having sex.”

Reforms
The 2017 reforms widened the definition of “forced

sexual intercourse” to include anal and oral sex, thus
including men as victims; lengthened the minimum
prison sentence to five years from three; and enabled
prosecution even if the victim did not press charges. It
also dropped the requirement that rape of a person
under the age of 18 by a parent or guardian must
involve violence, intimidation or incapacity to resist to
be considered a crime. 

Proposals to do the same for adults failed partly
because of concerns that doing so would lead to an
increase in false charges. Critics say there’s no evidence
that is true - the social, psychological and legal barriers
to prosecuting a case are too high. “Proof the sex was
non-consensual would still be required, so I don’t think
false charges would increase,” Murata said.

Justice Minister Takashi Yamashita, asked about the
calls for reforms, told a parliamentary panel last month
that his ministry would assess the current situation and
consider what action to take. But he gave no deadline
for a decision. “We must cautiously consider the impact
of completely removing the requirement (to prove) vio-
lence or intimidation,” he said in reply to questions from
an opposition lawmaker. When reforms were enacted in
2017, parliament called for a review after three years,
and activists hope the public outrage will bolster pres-
sure for additional changes.

Some members of Prime Minister Shinzo Abe’s ruling
Liberal Democratic Party are taking an interest in the
topic, forming a group called “Caucus for a Society
Without Sexual Violence.” “I felt that the verdicts were
unbelievable, impossible,” Chihiro Ito, 29, a victim of
attempted rape who is a member of Spring said. “But
there are also positive aspects for Spring. The view of
ordinary people, the decent reaction that in common
sense terms, these verdicts are wrong is spreading in
society,” she said. “It would be good if that triggers
debate in society and leads to reform.” — Reuters

TOKYO: People cross a street in Tokyo’s Ginza district
yesterday . — AFP 


